Escuela Municipal “Los Avellanos”, Temuco

Unit 3: “Going places”
Name: _______________________________________________ Date: ____________

I.

Read about these weird means of transportation.
Lee sobre estos extraños medios de transporte.

The elephant taxi

The beerbike

So you do not have to climb the high mountain
to the fortress of Agra, India, you can take an
elephant taxi.

For some it's just a big bike. For others, it's even
more fun. The beerbike is a fun experience! One
drinks beer, but you also do exercise. Cheers!

The Rickshaw

The hyper bike

The best way to get around Bangladesh is the
Rickshaw, a bicycle axi. There are about
200,000 Rickshaws in Bangladesh.

The hyper bike. This tricycle can be easily seen
by motorists and should therefore be safer for
cyclists.

The couch bike

The walking bike

The couch bike is very good for those who like
to rest, but also like to do sports. To get
around, you have to cycle.

With the walking bike you can go and cycle at the
same time.
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II.

What mean of transport would you take if you ....
Qué medio de transporte usarías si tú...
1. ... drink and do some exercise _______________
2. ... want to rest while doing sports _________________
3. ... take a walk while another person is cycling ______________
4. ... let yourself be carried by a large animal ______________
5. ... attract everyone's attention ______________
6. ... you are not sure if you want to ride a bike or go for a walk _____________

III.

Answer the following questions.
Responde las siguientes preguntas.
1. Have you already taken one of these means of transport?
____________________________________________________________
2. Do you know another weird means of transportation? Which one? Where?
____________________________________________________________
3. Would you like to take one of these means of transport? Which one? Why?
____________________________________________________________
4. Which means of transport do you normally take to go whatever you want to go?
____________________________________________________________
5. What means of transport are in your city?
____________________________________________________________
6. Do you find means of transport of your city comfortable and sufficient?
____________________________________________________________
7. Which means of transport do you prefer to travel with? Why?
____________________________________________________________
8. Would you like to drive a car someday? Which kind?
____________________________________________________________

